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Abstract—Biometric cryptosystems represent emerging techniques for biometric template protection. These cryptosystems are vulnerable to different types of attacks, as brute force attacks or correlation attacks if several templates are compromised. Another biometric security issue comes from certain biometric data (as fingerprint or face image) that can leave traces, but are, in the same time, the most commonly biometric modalities used in mobile security. In this paper, fuzzy vault biometric cryptosystems are investigated in the case of an attacker possessing altered version of biometric data of real users. Experimental results carried out using fingerprint and face modalities show that this assumption has serious impact on the security of these type of biometric cryptosystems.

I. INTRODUCTION

Biometric systems are considered as alternative solution to the traditional authentication such as password and personal identification number that can be stolen or forgotten. Mobile biometric solution is becoming an increasingly part of the biometric applications and the ubiquitous properties of mobile phones require an accurate investigation of the security of these systems. Authentication biometric systems are based on two stages: Enrollment and authentication. During enrollment, biometric feature is extracted from captured trait of the user to construct the reference template. During authentication, biometric feature of the request are also extracted and compared to the reference template using a selected threshold. The request is accepted if both features of enrollment and authentication are similar. If biometric systems store directly the template without prior encryption, it gives rise to very important security risks. Two technologies of biometric template protection are proposed: Features Transformation and Biometric Cryptosystems [11], that are able to handle data with intra-class variations (i.e variations between biometric features extracted from the same biometric trait of the same user) and are standardized in 2011 [1]. Biometric cryptosystems aim to generate helper data using a secret key and user biometric features. This helper data is the only stored data (meaning that the secret key and the biometric feature are not stored). During authentication, the secret key is retrieved using request biometric features and the helper data for a successful authentication.

Fuzzy Commitment and Fuzzy Vault are the two most known approaches of biometric cryptosystems. Fuzzy commitment [13], proposed by Juels and Wattenberg, hides a biometric feature with a random codeword in an helper data. Fuzzy vault is proposed by Juels and Sudan [12] for non-ordered biometric data of variable length such as a set of minutiae (i.e. feature extracted from fingerprint). This scheme uses either a decoding algorithm of error correcting codes or alternatively some polynomial interpolations to recover the secret key during authentication. Even if biometric cryptosystems are designed to secure biometric templates, these systems are vulnerable to several threats as spoofing and falsification. Besides, biometric data are not always secret, introducing vulnerabilities for the protection of the secret key. For example, the biometric data can be recovered by lifting fingerprint traces from objects touched by some peoples (particularly a mobile phone) or from some pictures recuperated from a Facebook account.

Since these compromised images have usually degraded resolution, it is not clear if these data can be used for successful authentication. This problem has been only analysed without protection scheme or in the case of fuzzy commitments in [21]. This paper investigates this attack against fuzzy vault biometric cryptosystems. The resistance of this scheme is evaluated for several degree of alteration of biometric data in the cases of fingerprints and face images. Figure 1 illustrates our supposed scenario and experiments are carried out on fingerprints and face images. It is found that these systems are vulnerable to the proposed attack in particular if the alteration level is minimal.

The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, a description of fuzzy vaults and an overview of existing attacks on this scheme are presented. The Low-Resolution attack on fuzzy vault scheme is proposed in Section 3 and experimental applications are discussed in Section 4. Conclusion and future works are given in Section 5.

II. FUZZY VAULTS: DESCRIPTION AND ATTACKS

The original presentation of fuzzy vaults proposed by Juels and Sudan [12] uses a polynomial where a secret key is
attacks) or replaying the stored template. Chang et al. have engineering the original data (brute force attacks, hill climbing one or several stored biometric informations from a database. biometric cryptosystems) if an attacker is able to compromise multibiometric systems [19].

also performed using a combination of several modalities (i.e biometrics [9], iris images [14], handwritten signature [10] and vaults is realized on other biometric modalities such as face [16]. These schemes introduce generally a data alignment applications of fuzzy vaults on fingerprints are numerous [5], particularly using the FVC2002 database, [24]. These schemes introduce generally a data alignment step before the vault construction. Implementation of fuzzy vaults is realized on other biometric modalities such as face biometrics [9], iris images [14], handwritten signature [10] and also performed using a combination of several modalities (i.e multibiometric systems) [19].

There are different attacks applied on fuzzy vaults (and other biometric cryptosystems) if an attacker is able to compromise one or several stored biometric informations from a database. For example these informations can be used by either reverse engineering the original data (brute force attacks, hill climbing attacks) or replaying the stored template. Chang et al. have identified the location of chaff points, this is proved by the observation of non-randomness of fuzzy vaults [4]. The brute force attack is related to the hardness to recover the polynomial from the vault, and the probability that t vault pairs are in the genuine list is \( \binom{k}{t} \binom{n}{t-1} \) [5]. Correlation attacks suppose that an attacker which has two vaults of the same user stored in different applications tries to correlate the both data to retrieve the biometric trait of the user. These attacks are particularly investigated on the fuzzy vault context in [3], [22].

III. Attack with altered data

Despite active research in recent years in the evaluation of biometric template protection schemes, very few studies have focused on the impact of alteration on the security and the robustness of these systems. In [8], alteration of fingerprints is used on biometric systems (without any protection) to hide the identity of the attacker. This alteration is classed in three categories: obliteration, distortion and the imitation. The obliteration can be done on friction ridge patterns by abrading, cutting, burning, applying strong chemicals, and transplanting smooth skin. While the distortion can be done by turned the friction ridge patterns into unnatural ridge patterns, the imitation is a surgical process where a large area friction skin can be transplanted from other parts of the body, or cutting and then mosaicking several portions of friction skin. In the case of face authentication, the alteration is applied on face via plastic surgery or prosthetic make-up [7]. Attack using the distribution of minutiae and the orientation field is proposed by Yoon et al [26].

In this paper, we present other type of alteration that can be applied on different biometric cryptosystems with different modalities. Unlike the alterations in [8], consequences of altered image is investigated on biometric cryptosystems. Thus, we consider the attacker has an altered version of fingerprint or face image (several cases of low resolution are analysed) The attacker uses this altered data as request to gain unlawful authentication to the fuzzy vault biometric cryptosystems, for example for the access of the mobile content. The attacker can typically recuperated the low-resolution images from a
fingerprints traces of the real user or user photograph for attacking the face based fuzzy vault.

In order to create several low resolution images, we varied the resolution using the downsampling [25] where we reduce the number of pixels compared to the user image which result degraded images quality. The downsampling is based on different scales inferior to 1 and bicubic interpolation (used in image resizing). Since the attacker can improve the image quality if he has user images with low resolution, the antialiasing process [15] is then applied after the downsampling in order to enhance the quality of altered images. Hence different images that are scale times the size of user image are generated. The appearance of image is altered prior preprocessing and features extraction. Resulting features from the low resolution image are then used to retrieve the unlock set from the stored vault.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Experimental Setup

Fingerprint authentication system is created based on four steps [6]. The first step is the pre-processing where biometric image is enhanced using histogram equalization, Fourier transform, binarization. In order to elicit the important information in the fingerprint image, a segmentation is then applied. Next, minutiae are extracted based on ridge highlighting and minutiae marking. Afterwards, post-processing is realized where H-breaks isolate points and false minutiae are removed. Alignment process is applied to align request set of minutiae with respect to the reference set. The ridge correlation factor is calculated and the similarity between both ridges is then measured. If the similarity score is above to 0.8, then transform each set of minutia with respect to the reference. Finally, minutiae are matched if they have almost identical direction and position. Figure 4 illustrates the different steps of pre-processing, features extraction and post-processing of fingerprint image.

The face authentication system requires the calculation of the number of associations between the reference and request images. At first, local features are detected and extracted using Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT algorithm) [2]. Matching process is based on comparison of the number of associations between both images (reference and request) and the system threshold. Figure 5 illustrate the created face authentication system. Both created biometric systems are based on verification process where one biometric image is matched to one template (i.e. (1:1)).

Experimental results are carried out using FVC 2002 [16] database for fingerprint system and AR [17] database for face biometric system. The FVC 2002 database is generally used for the performance evaluations of fuzzy vaults implementation of fingerprints in the literature (several evaluation results are given in [23], with a genuine acceptance rate of 92% for the entire database).

Both fuzzy vaults biometric cryptosystems (fingerprint fuzzy vault and face fuzzy vault) use a secret key $K$, which is encoded as a polynomial $P$ of degree 13 in the Galois field $GF(2^{16})$ (the secret is coefficients of the polynomial). For fingerprints fuzzy vault, an enrollment set $X$ of extracted features (864 features: 72 minutia and the rest present the ridge associated with each minutia) from user image is evaluated to form the Lock set $V_A$. A set $V_B$ of 8000 random chaff points that do not lie on $P$ are generated in order to envelop the original features. For face fuzzy vault, 194 biometric features are
are extracted from user image and 2000 chaff points are added to construct the vault $V$. During authentication, the Unlock set (corresponded features between the request presented by the attacker and the vault abscissa) is generated. Thus interpolation is used to retrieve the polynomial $P$ (or the secret $K$).

After creating the fingerprint and face fuzzy vaults, we generated 112 altered versions (with low resolution) of user image as explained in Section 3, we tested these images as requests for verification process (i.e (1:1)) where all altered images are tested against the reference image of user. The matched features between each altered image and vault abscissa is then derived to create the unlocking set. In order to extract the number of correct matched features, the similarity between the enrolled user features and the unlocking set is then calculated.

B. Evaluation of Fingerprint Fuzzy Vault

Figure 6 shows the size of unlocking set in the fingerprints fuzzy vault according to alteration levels. We observe some degree of correlation between the size of the unlocking set and the alteration levels. If the level of alteration is goes to 1, we obtain image with resolution almost similar to the user image. Hence, where image quality is not very degraded compared to the original image, the size of unlocking set is increased. Whereas if the level of alteration is higher, the number of corresponded features between the vault and the request is decreased.

In order to determinate if the attacker can gain access to the system using altered images, we compare the unlocking set and the original features extracted from user image (in enrolment stage) to derive the number of correct matched features “correct match”. Hence, the authentication is considered to be successful if at least $k$ genuine features can be recovered from the unlocking set. The correct match of fingerprint fuzzy vault is presented in Figure 7.

This Figure describes the number of matched features between the unlocking set and the original feature extracted from user image during the enrollment stage. We remark that the number of matched features between the unlocking set and the original features of the user is increased according to the alteration levels. When the alteration level is greater to 0.44, we notice that the number of genuine features is greater to $k$. Thus, the attacker can gain access to the system even if the
level of alteration is higher. On the other hand, if the attacker uses image with minimal alteration (alteration level goes to 1), he can gain access with probability 100%.

C. Evaluation of Face Fuzzy Vault

In Figure 8, we show the number of corresponded associations between the vault and the altered images (size of unlocking set) according to the resolution levels in face fuzzy vault system. We remark that the size of the unlocking set is increased in accordance with the alteration levels.

![Figure 8: Number of corresponded associations between the vault and the altered images](image)

In order to derive the number of genuine features that can be extracted from the unlocking set, we calculate the number of corresponded keypoints between the unlocking set and the original keypoints extracted from the user image. We measure then the number of correct match for face fuzzy vault as shown in Figure 9. We remark that the distribution of correct match is increased if the level of alteration is minimal and versa. On the other hand, the number of genuine keypoints is always greater to the polynomial degree (the number of genuine features derived from the unlocking set is greater or equal to $k$) for overall altered images, this means that the attacker can authenticate with 100% for whole altered images even if the level of alteration is higher.

![Figure 9: Correct matching of face fuzzy vault according to the alteration level](image)

D. Discussion

In order to illustrate the relation between the resolution level and the correct match, Table 1 and Table 2 summarize the relation between, the resolution levels, the number of extracted features from altered images, the number of corresponded features between the request and the vault abscissa (i.e. size of the unlocking set) and the genuine extracted features from the unlocking set. We can see that for most cases, alteration level can affect the number of extracted features. When the resolution of altered image is not very degraded compared to the user image, the system can extract important number of features. Thus, the number of corresponded features between the vault and the request (size of unlocking set) can be increased which increase the number of genuine features derived from the unlocking set (i.e. the correct match).

We empirically quantified the success of the attacker which have biometric image traces of the real user to gain illegitimate access. We conclude that the attacker able to have 100% as probability of successful authentication (more than $k$ genuine features) for whole altered images in face based fuzzy vault and for the majority of altered requests in fingerprint based fuzzy vault supporting the claim that the fuzzy vault based biometric cryptosystems are indeed vulnerable to such attack.

V. CONCLUSION

Biometric authentication used in mobile technologies is generally based on biometric data with traces. Thus, attackers are possibly able to recover some altered versions of real
biometric data. This paper analysed the security of fuzzy vault schemes under this assumption, where several degree of low resolution are investigated. We practically tested this attack against fuzzy vault biometric cryptosystems with fingerprints and face images. Our results show that this scheme is vulnerable to the proposed attack even if the level of alteration is higher, particularly in the case of face images. In future work, other alteration attacks, as blur and lightness, should be applied, on possibly different biometric modalities, as voice recognition, also used in mobile authentication.
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